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Courage is what makes competitive advantage possible.
It takes courage to be the ïrst to test a new application, to break
standards and to experiment new ways of making things.
Since we began as entrepreneurs, we think that it’s our duty to be
ambassadors of evolution with courage.
With this in mind, we treat research and development as
investments and opportunities: the goal is ïnding a different
perspective, a groundbreaking, unexpected solution that is able
to shift technological paradigms.
This is our point of view. If it inspires you, join us to discover
our technologies.
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THE IMPORTANCE
OF BEING
SERVO-ELECTRIC
Prima Power applies power and servo-electric technology
in energy saving, highly dynamic and accurate Panel Benders
avoiding hydraulic solutions.
This innovative concept combines productivity, accuracy,
ðexibility and reliability with special consideration for
sustainability.
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Productiv
vity, eí
ícien
ncy, sustainability

power with high dynamics

Automation and energy eíciency are the most important
requirements for modern electrical servo drives:
servo-electric machines outperform hydraulic ones when
it comes to bending accuracy, being ideal to manufacture
complex or multi-piece parts.
This kind of servo technology provides outstanding results,
improving energy eíciency, boosting production cycle times
and reducing the footprint.

low energy consumption
and energy recovery

Traditional technologies like bending and punching machines
normally use hydraulic solution but - especially regarding
punching machines and press brakes - large cooling systems
for the hydraulic oil have to be installed.
Prima Power proved to be far ahead of the times, testing
and applying the new servo-electric concept to its machines
more than 15 years ago, in order to provide sustainability,
manufacturing eíciency and productivity.

less maintenance

less ðoor space

non-hydraulic solutions
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Ahead of the game
From the 80s on, sheet metal manufacturing companies
faced a strong rise in production, together with an increasing
demand for precision.
The market has become more and more competitive:
the goal is ïnding a way to optimize cost and consumption
of machines while enhancing accuracy.
The solution is a transition from hydraulic to servo-electric
technology.
Prima Power has been one of the ïrst companies to
introduce the servo-electric technology to its Panel Benders,
replacing hydraulic technology.
It happened in 1998, 20 years ago.
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New standard, new advantages
The research and development of the company has always
focused on many different capabilities applied to laser as
well as to punching machines, to press brakes and automatic
bending, to set new standards in sheet metal manufacturing.
This led to an overall success, because it meant greater
versatility, lower power consumption and less maintenance.
In addition, easy and automatic programming as well as
excellent accuracy eliminated waste production. The result
was outstanding: accurate sheet metal components at
lower cost.
This was a real pioneering experience that led to a
progressive competitive advantage among the market.
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BENDING
IS POWER
Prima Power provides a wide range
of solutions for servo-electric bending with
several automations and options available.
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BCe Smart
The BCe Smart is the youngest addition to the
Prima Power family: it was released in 2016.
It is a servo-electric semi-automatic bending
cell, ideal for single piece production, kit of
components, perforated material, sheets with big
holes and embossing.
The main innovation concerns the machine
ergonomics that allows the simultaneous loading
and unloading sequence while the operator safety
is monitored by laser scanners.

FBe
The Fast Bend is a servo-electric semi-automatic
bending machine for fast, and accessible
productivity.
This compact panel bender is the most ðexible
within the family and allows producing more
complex proïles.
The optimal solution to produce small batches,
kit of single components, reduced volumes and
just-in-time in a compact model with limited
investment and environmental impact.
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BCe
The BCe is a servo-electric semi-automatic
bending machine, which features high productivity
for the manufacturing of single pieces and small
batches as well as of serial production.
It allows the production of components which are
fully perforated, have large or high forms or with
large internal holes.

EBe
The EBe is a servo-electric fully-automatic Panel
Bender that can work as standalone or connected
and fully integrated - mechanically and software
- as production line with other Prima Power
machines (e.g. Punching, Laser, Storages, …).
It is based on a high-level automation with
dedicated loading, bending and unloading options
to provide an excellent bending quality and the
maximum productivity for the customer.
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The advantages of Prima Power bending
machines: ðexible, productive, reliable
and ergonomic.

BCe Smart 22
200

Bending
ðexibility
•
•
•
•

high conïgurability
material handling
greater bending capabilities
wide range of bending proïles

Market benchmark

Maxx ben
nding
g length

2250 mm

2180 mm

Min.. parrt dim
menssion

120 x 350 mm

130 x 400 mm

Maxx. bending height

200 mm

165 mm

Maxx. re--ente
ering
g ben
nd

55/55 mm

30/45 mm

Maxx. panel diago
onal

3000 mm

2500 mm

Loading
g/Unloadin
ng tim
me

5 - 8 sec.

15 - 25 sec.
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Productivity
and reliability

Ergonomics and
ease of use

Total active safety
for the operator

• simultaneous loading/unloading
capabilities
• reduced loading/unloading times
• cycle time reduction

• accessible and open
• working tables adaptable
to big or small parts
• interactive support for setup

• laser scanner for operator monitoring
• signal lights and acoustic warnings
• highest safety conditions
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Different levels
of automation
Prima Power bending automation family is always provided
as a servo electric solution and it can be divided between:
• semi automatic material handling (FBe, BCe and BCe Smart)
• fully automatic process (EBe stand alone or connected to
other Prima Power Systems).

Loading/Unloading

Centering

Manipulation

Bending

Rotation

Manual

Manual

Automatic

Automatic

Manual

Manual

Automatic

Automatic

Automatic

Automatic

Manual

Automatic

Automatic

Automatic

Automatic

Automatic

Automatic

Automatic

Automatic

Automatic

FBe

BCe Smart

BCe

EBe
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A competitive
advantage
All Prima Power bending machines
are servo-electric. They have huge
competitive advantages.

Reliability and energy saving
•
•
•
•

fewer critical components than in hydraulic machines
lower energy consumption
less waste of materials
highly productive but sustainable

• 60% savings in energy*
• 70% savings in maintenance cost*

More productivity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

great force applied with high dynamics
precision and speed for bending
simultaneous loading/unloading operations
off-line programming
shorter set up times
flexibility with automation for small series production
just-in-time production that avoids useless stocks

• increased production capacity
• 30% shorter production times*

Great accuracy and repeatability
•
•
•
•

much more accuracy with thin sheet metal parts
absence of thermal influence of hydraulic oil
versatile tooling system
servo-electrically driven process

• higher component quality

* compared to hydraulic solutions

primapower.com

